ROSSLAND COUNCIL FOR ARTS AND CULTURE
AUDIO/VISUAL SYSTEM RENTAL FORM

The Miners Hall is equipped with a projector, screen, and a Blu-ray DVD player. Both the screen and
the projector are mounted to the ceiling. The large motorized screen lowers down to the stage floor.
The projector and the DVD player can be operated remotely from the Hall floor. There is also an inhouse sound system.
Projector and Screen Specs:
Screen: Da-Lite 210" diagonal (4:3 aspect ratio: 168" wide, 126" high).
It's a dual-coated screen (1 reflective, 1 transmissive). The screen is mounted backwards
(transmissive coating is facing the projector)
Projector: Panasonic PT-EZ570U (5000 lumens, 1920x1200 16:10 aspect ratio WUXGA resolution)
Cabling to the projector is HDMI, from stage left only. Any audio signal on the HDMI cable is
unused; must arrange for separate amplification of audio track. Projector uses 'lens offset' to throw
the image down from the ceiling and right to the centre of the screen. No digital keystone
correction is used; imager in the projector and screen surface are parallel.

Please review the two following options and choose the appropriate option and number of hours
for your Audio/Visual Presentation. You must also fill out the invoice at the bottom.

A. Basic A/V system (visual only)
Screen, projector, DVD player
Fee is $60/ 3 hours, and $10/each additional hour.
Activity Example: PowerPoint and slideshows with no sound.

B. Presentation A/V System
Includes: Screen, projector, DVD player, and Sound System A: two mics, small mixing board,
subwoofer and speakers.
Activity example: film screening
Fee is $90/3 hours and $20/each additional hour
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$60
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$300

Technician fees are additional and to be negotiated with the technician. Please budget a minimum of
$25/hr for technician fees

